
 

Convexsers function

Def Subset Ac V 424 of a vectorspace is callee
affine if withany se g EA the whole hue throughmy
is in A tat ee Hy C A for any TER

N3 i Ihlerseechon ofache sets is affine union

Def An afreeeuinuation of my is any point on the
tat City for a TER
Au affine arap F A B takes affine combinations

to ache cowbiretires
FC tat d Hy 1Fact ta HFey

N3i Immediate to generalize to afice combination of
mere than 2 points i 22 see 2 Ay L

Defy Affine span of X CCR is the setofall active
combination of pls chX smallest ague set X

By A CR is affine A a is a Cheersubspaceof
1124

Roof Check definitions D
Dimension of an affine space is the din of L A a



Convexset C contain the segment between any
two points in it secy C c txt Cl HgEC

at c 1

Qi Is the set of fonts with irrational coordinates in1124
convex

Drops A B convex AAB convex
factsAGAbeBY Minkowski som ATB convex

I affine C convex FCC convex

Def convex combination n Z Heke Idol 170
Cock set of convex combinkens4pts MX

Dingy GCx intersection of all convex set coafavigX

Nd If X CA afire then Gcx CA

The Caratheoday If Xc A a dim acne then

any pet in Cock is a convex combination of aCute

pls in X

Rot If se EEAare m Cath McEX then
Chr 1 vectors Ke se g k21 m should be linearly defender
Hence IIµ ne a o II 0 c o 2 Vic o

Die10 k l in



Now take smallest of bellied E say happens at index
k Charge the sign in Ionia so that 8 o and consider

K I a EDe 2k Here all be Os 225 1 but Ak 0

So if m htt we can beake be swatter D

Corollary If XC.IR is compact so is its conunex hull co

Drood Indeed if Eco X then XE E TakZakh
Here 2Ayk 1 for all 2 da k 0 s XIKEXk c

As X is compact we can choose subsequence along which Xyk X
inand I I Then Ka 2 Apock C co X X

as suplex is compact I
More properties
Leung If C is convex then its closure is If C Cz
are convex C closed Cz coupack then Cicz is closed convex

Droit Elementary Tf
Remark if C cz are wet compact Gtcz might be not
closed i

C vertical axis Cz ay ay 31 se y o

C Cz

Couvexconese Recall that a ease Kc IR is subset
seek taek for any too

Def Convex conicalhull of X CR is set of all positivecoals
of points of X cone X L Z Akka Ak o seeC X



of p ol 3
The Caratheady Aug element of care X CIR is

a positive combination of hhearlyindepeudent points in X
in particular pos combination of Eu points in X

Useful theorem If m R for a collection of
convex sets ay Cuti have coumen point thenthey all have
a common pent

Example

BootTake t2 sets then thesets
C n ACK h ca h Acute C's
are all heuempty there is XKE Ck
Gunny Radon Any Utz pants 2 Knez can besplit
into 2 subset St the convex hulls of these subsets intense
proofof Lemurs One can always solve systemof equatinga12 htt

2 9 21 0 29k _0 with nontrivial solution I
k k

of variables equations Split indices into
these with positive negative arc then we hare

ak2I
e fae Ee s bormalzing sets desiredreattD

Now Use it fr x Rutz Easy to see that colock KEI
co see LEIC are both in nonempty intersections of
FEICK effaces hence in e

The rest of the proof inductionItakirgintersectinWYD



Someoftheexauplesofcouvexset
Convex bull of a finite of pants is called apolytepe
Set of solutions to system

AI E E Ck k l K aµzER
called convexpolyhedre why is it convex

Questions is any polytope a polyhedron
is my polyhedron a polytope

Set of all double sfochastieueatn.ee
Matlnxn3Pu fCake qeeui9ae7o Eau L fraal

fake 4 for all k
Rfp Ph is the convex hull of permutation matrices


